STREET EMS

The World’s Most Intuitive
Mobile ePCR Technology

KEY
FEATURES
• Intuitive Design

®
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• Agency–Deﬁned Questions
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• Customizable User Interface

• Real-time Trauma Alerts
• Encrypted Local Storage
• Voice Dictation
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Intuitive Design Anyone Can Use
STREET EMS® was designed with tools that allow EMS crews to gather more accurate
documentation in less time. Some of these tools include auto-tabbing from ﬁeld to
ﬁeld and smart pick lists that allow users to quickly select entries for ﬁelds with large
numbers of choices.

Agency-Customizable
Interface
The STREET EMS® pages are highly
customizable, giving agencies the ability
to customize the entire layout. Individual
ﬁelds can easily be moved around on their
default pages, moved to a different page,
or hidden completely. This allows any
agency to collect the data it wants, where
it wants. Layout changes can be made by
agency administrators at any time without
interrupting crew members.

Live Secure Streaming
of Patient Data

Custom data entry tools for efﬁcient documentation

Extended Care Referring to Maximize Results
STREET EMS® provides a live referral connection to 2-1-1, allowing crews to refer
patients to health and social service organizations, improving care beyond the
EMS response. Additionally, live referrals can be made to an agency’s community
paramedic patient management team through STREET SENSE®, another application
available through W.A.T.E.R.’s suite of EMS technologies.

STREET EMS® features real-time streaming of
data elements. This allows alert notiﬁcations
to be sent to quality assurance and billing
companies. A robust quality assurance
module allows agency administrators to track
various concerns with data captured through
STREET EMS® and to communicate with crews
for quick resolution. The application’s billing
export module allows agency administrators
to decide the criteria for incidents to be sent
to billing companies. Administrators can
quickly communicate with crew members
to edit incidents that have documentation
errors. Additionally, the application allows
agencies to transfer incidents to all other
regional STREET EMS® users.

Device Compatibility
The STREET EMS® mobile application is
designed to work on a variety of hardware
devices without reliance on any one
operating system. The application is
HTML5-compliant and web-based, and it
will work on virtually any tablet device.

W.A.T.E.R.’s EMS TECHNOLOGY
SUITE DELIVERS AN INTEGRATED
AND COMPLETE SOLUTION.

Capturing patient consent for referral to 2-1-1
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